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Abstract. This paper describes changes observed in bearing steel due to roller burnishing. Hydrostatic
roller burnishing was selected as the most suitable method for performing roller burnishing on hardened
bearing steel. The hydrostatic roller burnishing operation was applied as an additional operation after
standard finishing operations. All tests were performed on samples of 100Cr6 material (EN 10132-4),
and changes in the surface layer of the workpiece were then evaluated. Several simulations using finite
element methods were used to obtain the best possible default parameters for the tests. The residual
stress and the plastic deformation during roller burnishing were major parameters that were tested.
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1. Race of a rolling-element
bearings
Roller bearings form an integral part of a large number of machines and devices. They are widely used
in the automotive industry, in transport machinery,
in machine tools, in aerospace engineering, etc. Their
mechanical properties and their reliability have a significant impact on the operation of the entire system.
Various types of roller bearings are made, ranging
from the most common ball bearings through tapered,
cylindrical, and barrel bearings to special types for
specific purposes. The critical factor is the dynamically loaded surface layer of the bearing ring. This is
what ultimately leads to fatigue failure (see Fig. 1).
In the case of bearing rings made of bearing steel
14109 (DIN 1.3505 100Cr6) and 14209 (DIN 1.3520
100CrMn6), the layer is thermally treated, and is then
ground and superfinished. To increase the life and the
reliability of a roller bearing, the dynamically-loaded
bearing surface may be submitted to roller burnishing,
which improves the properties of the surface layer of
the ring without actually changing the dimensions of
a ring that has already been machine processed [11].

2. Hydrostatic roller burnishing
The roller burnishing method does not eliminate the
total residual stress induced for example by previous grinding, but it causes compressive stresses by
plastification of the surface layer [1, 3, 4, 9]. The compressive stresses on the surface of the burnished area
then prevent the development of cracks and eliminate
the effects of micronotches.
It is suitable to use a hydrostatic roller burnishing
head with a ball-shaped element roughly 3 mm in
diameter as a roller burnishing tool in for hardened
bearing steel. Hydrostatic roller burnishing heads
made by HEGENSCHEIDT or by ECOROLL [14]

Figure 1. Pitting on a bearing ring.

Figure 2. The HEGENSCHEIDT hydrostatic roller
burnishing tool [11].

can be given as examples, in both cases, constant
pressure of the roller burnishing element on the surface
of the workpiece is ensured, along with a supply of
process fluid to the point of contact. Convenient
conditions were provided by speed values in the range
of 20–100 m min−1 , feeds of 0.05 to 0.2 mm, and a
working force derived from the fluid pressure of 5002500 N [1, 6].
Simulation by means of the finite element method
can provide a better understanding of the mechanism
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Figure 3. 3D simulation of roller burnishing, reduced stress affected by friction in the surface layer [MPa].

Figure 4. 3D simulation of roller burnishing, intensity of the plastic deformation affected by friction in the surface
layer [–].

of plastic deformation in the surface layer of a rollerburnished material [3, 4]. The ANSYS program was
selected as a suitable candidate, and a simulation was
made of the stress and plastic deformations in the
immediate vicinity of the contact point between the
workpiece and the tool [12, 13].
The model itself was reduced to a depth of 0.5 mm
for the workpiece, and the ball segment was reduced
to a length of 0.3 mm [4].
The resultant values showed a high stress value in
the vicinity of the contact point between the workpiece
and the roller-burnishing element, and also showed
the formation of a plastically deformed area in the
surface layer, see Figs. 3 and 4. These figures present
the results for a 3mm ball made from sintered carbide,
and a working force of 2000 N.
The lines marked as IV and V represent the paths
selected for evaluating the residual stress and the
intensity of the plastic deformation below the surface,
see Fig. 5. The areas marked as MX, MN represent
places with maximum and minimum values.
The simulations show that the resultant course of
the stress below the roller-burnishing element is also
influenced to a relatively large extent by the roller348

burnishing method that has been used; particularly
when using a friction element, a more significant plastically deformed area is shifted to the surface of the
workpiece.
The intensity of the stress and the plastic deformation [12] used in the simulation is defined by
σI = max{σ1 − σ2 , σ2 − σ3 , σ3 − σ1 },
I = max{1 − 2 , 2 − 3 , 3 − 1 }.
To provide a better illustration of the course of the
plastic deformation itself in the area below the tool,
the cross-section of the courses can be shown, see
Fig. 5.
The simulations that were performed showed an
excess of stress in the surface layer of the workpiece
up to a depth of roughly 0.2 mm. This leads to plastic deformation, and has a significant impact on the
examined material layer.

3. Experimental measurements
For an evaluation of the actual changes in the surface layer, the residual stress was measured and the
surface roughness of the roller-burnished surface was
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Figure 5. Intensity of the plastic deformation, depending on the depth below the surface.

Figure 6. Arithmetical mean roughness Ra and maximum height of profile Rz depending on the size of working
force F .

evaluated. Next, the surface layer was investigated,
and images were obtained from optical and electron
microscopes.
Various values of the working force acting on the
forming element were tested. The forming element,
made of sintered carbide, was 3 mm in diameter and
spherical in shape. Various other technological parameters did not have such a major impact as the
change in the working force. Working speed values
of vk = 30 m s−1 were therefore chosen, and the feed
per revolution was f = 0.05 mm, which corresponds
to the recommended values.
The arithmetic mean roughness Ra and also the
maximum height of profile Rz [6, 8] were evaluated as
shown in Fig. 6.
The resulting measurements show a more signifi-

cant increase in surface roughness when the working
force exceeds 1000–1500 N. However, this value still
meets the parameters required for the final state of
the surface of the workpiece.
The roentgenographic method also evaluates the
crystal lattice deformation in the individual phases of
the material under consideration [7, 10]. The Philips
D500 equipment that was used also allowed an assessment of the percentage representation of each metal
phase. It was therefore possible for each measurement of the residual stress to determine the amount
of residual austenite in the surface layer. The resultant percentage representation value was measured
with accuracy of ±1 % of the total volume of material.
However, the depth of the layer measured with this
method was limited to 40 µm below the surface.
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Figure 7. Dependence of the residual stress in the surface layer on the size of the working force.

Figure 8. Dependence of the amount of residual austenite in the surface layer on the size of the working force.

As part of the measurements, changes to the amount
of residual austenite were evaluated, depending on the
size of the working force. Subsequently, the amount
of residual stress was also assessed in relation to the
working force [6]. Both of these dependencies are
shown in Figs. 7 and 8. The negative values in Fig. 7
represent the compressive stress [7].
Within the measured interval, the pressure residual stress value rises approximately linearly with the
working force.
Light and X-ray microscopy were used for evaluating the state of the structure in the surface layer. The
respective steel with 1 % C, 0.4 % Mn and 1.5 % Cr is
used for rolling elements and for rings up to 25 mm in
thickness. Like mass-produced rings of rolling bearings, the samples were hardened and tempered at low
temperature.
A comparison between the images of the subsurface
layer (Fig. 9 left) and the layer a few tenths of milimetre below the surface (Fig. 9 right) shows that there
is a reduction in the residual austenite areas [2, 5].
350

4. Conclusions
Our results lead to the conclusion that the rollerburnishing method applied here can offer significant
improvements to the properties of the surface layer of
dynamically-loaded bearing rings. The tested samples
showed both improvements in the state of the residual
stress, and also changes in the roughness of the surface
layer. Significant plastic deformation occurred even
though the material was in a hardened state. This
result may be ascribed to a plastic deformation or
a possible phase changes in the material leading to
volume changes.
A positive impact on the lifetime of bearing has
been experimentally verified for bearings where an
additional roller-burnishing operation was applied to
the rolling track. The service life of these bearings was
more than doubled [11]. Due to these good results for
surface roughness, it is possible to consider skipping
the superfinishing operation and replacing it by roller
burnishing.
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Figure 9. Steel for roller bearings 14109.4, 10000×, roller-burnished by a working force of 2500 N: (left) a replica at
a depth of 0.2mm below the roller-burnished surface; (right) a replica 0.01 mm below the roller-burnished surface.
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